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In my first President's Preflight, I want to state my personal goal as new 
acting president.

  

First of all, I'm sorry to see Cliff step down.  It was unexpected and 
disappointing news but he needs to do what he needs to do.  Some 
things are more important than our hobby, (I can't believe I just said that) 
so I wish him the best of luck and I will lean on him and past president, 
Joe Burzinski for advice from time to time.


My goal is to keep the ship moving forward for the next few months until 
the club can officially elect a president.  I promise to do my best during 
this period and count on all of you for a little patience as I navigate the 
things that need to be accomplished over the remainder of this term.


Field Etiquette & Flight Line Order 
At our last monthly club meeting, the topic of "Field Etiquette" was 
brought up as a subject of discussion.  There have been some aircraft 
collisions that could have been avoided in the past if we were more 
respectful of one another on the ground and in the air.


Although the field is set up to handle a shared air space of up to eight 
aircraft at one time, this number of aircraft flying simultaneously is really 
an exception, i.e. air show performances or small foamy aircraft where 
mid collisions would be rather unremarkable.  Once we start adding larger 
scale aircraft and glow and gas powered planes to the mix the stakes rise 
quickly.


After citing concerns about possible mid air collisions, it was suggested 
that we all line up and fly "one-at-a-time."  Certainly this would eliminate 
the chance of a mid air collision but most of us realize it's not a 
reasonable solution.  


On the other hand, having multiple pilots in the air at one time doing 
whatever they want to do is just chaos and will eventually lead to mid air 
problems.
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We should be looking for a solution that lies somewhere in the middle where common sense prevails.  

Everyone should recognize that there are types of aircraft that command the entire airspace; these are the 
larger 3D aircraft and jets.  These pilots don't need the distraction of another aircraft buzzing about while 
they are practicing  maneuvers.  


And jets can cover a large amount of territory quickly, which means that reaction time is minimal to avoid 
conflicts.  In these cases, other pilots should just stand down for the few minutes of flight time and allow 
these 3D or jet pilots to have the field.  


Secondly, sharing air space is an acquired skill like anything else.  There are pilots at the field with varying 
levels of flight experience.  Some are simply not comfortable yet sharing air space the way experienced 
pilots normally are  and we should respect that by making them comfortable when they fly.


It was said that asking other pilots for the air space doesn't work.  If this is true, then that's unacceptable.  
Everyone at the field should be aware of and respect another fellow pilot's request for air space when the 
request is made.


A Few Field Courtesy Guidelines  
Pilots can fly safely and share the airspace without  the club creating more rules.  Pilots will want to fly 
differently based on the type of aircraft they bring to the field.  I have many aircraft that I want to fly; some 
are aerobatic, some classic trainers, some are war birds.  I'll want to fly these planes the way they are 
intended to be flown, at least up to my skill level.  


Here are just a few things we all should try to do when at the field.


Guidelines for Shared Airspace 
1. NEVER, EVER intentionally fly an aircraft over the pilot or public areas of the field.  Keep all flight 

patterns out past the twenty five foot taxi area.

2. When alone flying at the field, fly the way wish within the designated flying areas.

3. When a new "flyer" arrives at the field, say hello and agree on how to share airspace.

4. As other "flyers"  arrive, say hello and let them know what the current shared airspace agreement 

is. Modify it as necessary based on types of aircraft and flying styles (aerobatic, jets, war birds, 
trainers, etc.) and then communicate the change to others.


5. As the number of "flyers" increase at the field, communicate and adjust the use of shared airspace 
appropriately then continue to communicate the change. 


6. As you take off, prepare to land, or take to the field to collect your plane, call it out loudly.  Fellow 
pilots should acknowledge your action also loudly so there is no confusion.  Don't proceed until you 
have some acknowledgement of awareness.


As "flyers" arrive bringing war birds, pattern ships, foamies, aerobatic planes, etc., the needs and stress on 
the airspace increase:


1. War birds will want to fly the pattern

2. Foamies will need a tighter airspace for tricks or close to the ground maneuvers

3. Aerobatics will want a full range of the field

4. Jets will need everything the field offers 

5. Combat aircraft will also want a slot on the airspace agenda

6. A "Formation Flying Team" may emerge and want to practice putting 3 to 6 planes in the air at the 

same time 


The point is, we need to communicate!  
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Last season, I ran into a pilot that was uncomfortable sharing airspace because it was unsettling to him. 
We talked and decided to take turns and we were all fine with that.  We didn't need a rule modification to 
handle the airspace.


I realize that there will be "pilots" that don't demonstrate good common sense at some times and we'll 
need to have a conversation with them based on the severity of the issue.  I've seen some careless 
behavior that corrected itself after the pilot realized what he was doing.  


The field environment should be comfortable and free to the exchange of ideas and airspace.  I think that 
we can do that.  It only takes one person to speak up and ask on arrival, "how do you want to share air 
space today?"  


I guarantee you that a little conversation and agreement will go a long way to making the whole experience 
more enjoyable for everyone.


Sincerely,


Tom Jacobs

President - Flying Electrons


Next Meeting September 9th 

Sunday 6:00pm 

DeMarini’s 

   N88 W15229 Main St 

Bring Yourself, a friend, and an Aircraft !
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Our Mission: “To advance the RC flying hobby by providing a safe and enjoyable 
environment for RC pilots of all skill levels”


Flying Electrons Meeting Minutes:  August 12th

21 Members present

0 Guests

Meeting was called to order by outgoing President Cliff Evans

• Cliff presented the ceremonial Broken Propeller and Gravel to incoming President Tom Jacobs

Promotions:

• Tom Jacobs to instructor

• Club still has a need for more instructors

Approve minutes as published in July Newsletter:

• Approved

Treasurer’s Report:  Dan Franklin

• Dan reported : Income  from dues, sale of trailer, events

• Expenses from Port-a-John, Field maintenance, Charity, and Concessions

Secretary’s Report on Memberships:

• Chris reported: membership of 135

• New members from Astro Wings

• 2 new members from the Educational event.

Clothing Sales:

• All is Available Tonight

• Tom Beyer to Handle Club clothing sales

Old & New Business:

1. Charging Stations Status - Tom Beyer

• We will add 2 new batteries in Spring 2019

Continued on next page …..
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2.   Combat Team Update - Ed Malec

• 9 Combat flyers, Tuesday doing well

3.   Possible Formation Flying Team - Tom Jacobs

• Possible formation flying with E Flite Ultimate’s maybe next flying season

4. Radio Interference update - Not pursuing this formally?

• There have not been any additional reports of issues

Past and Future Events Update

1.    Dead Chicken Event - Thursday, August 23rd

• All set, will setup a canopy on Wednesday August 22nd for use through Saturday August 25th

• Please RSVP to Chris at chrismilb@att.net by August 20th

2.    Charity Event - Saturday, August 25th

• Review of duties:

• Advertising, promotions all around extra help: Dave Schroeder

• Dave went thru about 2 dozen places the he has placed advertising (websites and traditional ads)

• Well Done Dave!

• Signs:    Steve Huelsbeck

• Raffle:   Steve Huelsbeck, Barry Tenpas, and maybe 2 more to sell tickets

• MC/CD: Chris Milbauer

• Air show Coordinator: Joe Burzinski, Ken Pressman

• Kitchen coordinator/parking with Boy Scouts: Tom Jacobs

• Pilot sign in: Henry Reed,  Tom Beyer?  Others?

• Discovery Flights: Dan Franklin (day of) coordinator, Cliff Evans Pilot, Henry Reed Pilot, Ed Malec Pilot

• Flight sims: Ed Malec, Kevin Malec

• Club info and public interface: Tom Jacobs

• Air Boss:  looking for 2 Air boss’s to split duties in 2 hour shifts 9-11am, 11am-12noon, 1pm-2pm

•  John Kreitzer - Air Boss 1

•  Tim Roliff - Air Boss 2

• PA/Music: Mike Fleming

              Continued on next page …..
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• Joe Burzinski and Ken Pressman will handle any Noon show scheduling 

• Joe Reported  to 20 pilots for the airshow

3.    Swap Meet - September 8th

• Todd needs kitchen help

4.    Pattern Event - September  15-16th

• Field Closed Saturday September 15th until 4pm and Sunday September 16th until 12 Noon

Open Forum

• Chris Milbauer spoke about a maiden flight of his F6D Mustang flown by Bob Goldstein. Flight went well until 
spark plug came loose. Bob did a perfect wheels up dead stick land into the tall grass little to no damage. 
Well done Bob!

• Tom Jacobs spoke about a gasser with a G62 he flew for the first time. The muffler came off and the lack of 
back pressure made it impossible to get the plane to idle for landing. During the extremely hot landing he 
broke the prop and the engine continued to run until it was manually shut off.

• There was a discussion of field etiquette. It was suggested that more communication was need between 
pilots. There are times when a pilot is flying alone working on a flight routine, and another pilot (without 
announcing his intentions) will just take off. Pilot need to talk to each other. It was further suggested that all 
pilots should line up and fly (singularly ) alone without anyone else flying. There was a lively discussion. 

• The general consensus was that we all need to be able to fly with other planes.  There are times for special 
flights that pilots could ask others to stand down in that instance.  

• Dan Franklin related a story about finding hard to find or obsolete airplane parts at Happy Hobby and was 
successful finding what he wanted.

• There was a discussion about replacing the Vice Presidents vacant chair. 

• There is no current club bylaw for the replacement during the term of any Club Officer.

• Board should look into a solution to the above question.

• A member of the Astro Wings and a member of our club, complemented our members on our welcoming 
Astro members.

• Tom Jacobs is working on a Winter Educational program with Menomonee Falls Recreation for the Winter 
session on plane building.

Show and Tell:

• None tonight

Mini Swap:

Ron Jans:  Zagi, Futaba 9C with Spektrum pack

Continued on next page …..
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FIELD NIGHT REMINDER! 

Monday’s are Student Nights from 5:00pm 

Instructors are at the field :> 

Tuesday’s are Combat Nights from 5:00pm

Raffle: 

• Joe Burzinski - a small quadcopter

• Cliff Evans - a Roto-Flow Tank

• Steve Huelsbeck- a servo tester

Next Meeting:

An early start at 6:00 pm due to Package game on September 9th

Motion to Adjourn at 7:56pm

Respectfully Submitted:

Christopher Milbauer

Flying Electrons Secretary  
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Milwaukee Association of Radio Control Clubs 
                                  by Dave Schroeder 

A little bit of history....

 

The Milwaukee RC Association, AMA Chapter #7, consisting of 16 Milwaukee and Southeast Wisconsin Clubs, 
was formed in 1977, as a way to promote creation of a Milwaukee County Parks, Public Radio Control field in 
Franklin, Wisconsin.   The Association was one of the earliest AMA Chapters, as indicated by its low Chapter 
Number. 


The Franklin Field was also made available to other clubs, as a temporary back up site, in case they may not 
have use of their Home Field. In 1988, the Franklin Field was turned over to the Rainbow Aero Modelers Society 
(RAMS Club), for use as their Club Field.

 

Initially, The Milwaukee RC Association, focused on putting up Static Displays in Shopping Malls and at Armed 
Forces Day events, plus hosting an Annual Auction & Swap meet. Over the years, the Mall Exhibitions ended 
when the Malls starting placing sales carts, kiosks, and counters in the Concourse areas, leaving no room for 
Association Displays. 


The main fund raising focus, of Chapter #7, is now the Annual Auction/Swap Meet, held annually in January. The 
2018 Swap & Auction, held at the Washington County Fair Grounds, was the 40th Annual Meet. 


Funds raised at the Auction/Swap Meet are distributed to the 16 Association Clubs, in the form of grants, for 
Club Field Improvements; Youth Programs; and co-support, with Clubs, of worthy service groups, such the 
Special Olympics, and the Boy Scouts.

 

The Association meets twice a year.....in October and in February.

 

Chapter #7 officers are: 

• President - Scott Jones

• Vice President - Larry Petricek

• Secretary - Vacant

• Treasurer - Kenneth Huber


Member clubs are:  ABC R/C ; Astro Wings of Wis ; East Troy R/C ; Lakeland R/C ; Milwaukee Area Radio   
Kontrol Society (MARKS) ; Flying Electrons, Inc.  ; Pebble Creek Flyers Inc. ;  Racine R/C Club ; Rainbow Aero 
Modelers Society (RAMS) Club ; Rubicon Area Flyers (RAF) Club ; Sea Turkeys Association Racing Team (START) 
Club ; Southeast Wisconsin Area Rotory Modelers (SWARM) ; Sky Ranch Flyers ; Watertown Aeromodelers R/C 
Club 

 

Affiliate Clubs:  Bong Eagles ; Circlemasters Flying Club ; IPMS: Billy Mitchell Chapter ; IPMS: Richard L. Bong 
Chapter
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2018 Flying Electron Meetings and Local Events
Day Date Event URL

Thursday August 23rd Jim Wahner Dead Chicken www.flyingelectrons.com

Saturday August 25th Charity Event www.flyingelectrons.com

Sunday August 26th Charity Event - rain date www.flyingelectrons.com

Saturday September 8th Swap Meet www.flyingelectrons.com

Sunday September 9th Swap Meet - rain date
 www.flyingelectrons.com

Sunday September 9th Flying Electron Meeting  
**NOTE: 6:00pm START TIME***

www.flyingelectrons.com

Sat - Sun September 15th - 16th Pattern Contest www.flyingelectrons.com

Saturday October 6th Fright Fest ??? www.flyingelectrons.com

Sunday October 14th Flying Electron Meeting www.flyingelectrons.com

Sunday November 11th
 Flying Electron Meeting www.flyingelectrons.com

Wednesday December 5th
 Christmas Party www.flyingelectrons.com
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